HONOR COMMITTEE MEETING
SEPTEMBER 28, 2014

I. ROLL CALL
Absent: Nick Lee, Brendan Evans, Alexander Morgan

II. COMMUNITY CONCERNS
NONE

III. OFFICER REPORTS
A. Martese Johnson—Vice Chair for Community Relations, CLAS
   Codac meeting at 8:15pm in room 481 Wednesday

B. Joseph Martin—Vice Chair for Education, COMM
   Having FOA presentations now for NPHC, MGC
   Umbrella Share program is going to be continued
   Education team for community benefit started reaching out to Corner businesses to do
   an Honor program.
   We have 1st meeting of SACTH next Sunday at 5pm in UHall

C. Henley Hopkinson—Vice Chair for Investigations, CLAS
   12 active investigations, 3 reports this week, 3 or 4 I-Panels this week or next week

D. Nicholas Hine—Chair, CLAS
   Nick was on the radio today WNRN.
   We have a trial next weekend that is mixed jury
   Bad check issue conversation in pool today
   Had a meeting with FFH this week
   Been in contact with producer at CNBC about a documentary on honesty
   Honor module did not go out last week and will be sent out Tuesday

IV. OLD BUSINESS
A. Law School Academic Policy Discussion
   a. Had a meeting with Deans on Monday went well and they directed to another
      provision in the ABA, they are exploring the idea of summarizing the details of the
      “Committee”. They agreed to host an orientation session for Law Students and
      following the Student Bar Association will host a forum to talk about their thoughts
      on the “Committee”

V. NEW BUSINESS
A. Working Group Updates
   a. Major Events- is looking at doing a roundtable series, which has never worked in the
      past. Trying to get people into thought provoking conversations about Honor.
      Nothing official at the moment but looking hopeful
   b. Diversity and Engagement- Everyone is Honor campaign still hashing out the
details, and ways of promotion, maybe a promo video and social media. Trying to
figure out what’s feasible and getting it together. We are also going to be putting out
a blurb in the CavDaily about nominating our first recipients. Talked about revisiting the Not Gay chant to figure out ways to confront that. And working on a list of organizations University wide so that we can send people to each organizations meetings to get a feeling of what people have been discussing

c. Faculty- finding some faculty members who have been vocal about negative experiences with honor and trying to find a way to reach out to them. And then work on a lessons learned PowerPoint presentation to improve and create a better dialogue. Looking at targeting allies inside FAC. And ways to expand membership in the FAC and working on blurb on what requires being in the FAC.
d. Bylaws- talking a lot about the bad checks policy and exploring different ways to approach it. Our policy assumes guilt, trying to make the policy more in line with our standards of innocence first. Also looking at ways to figure out which cases we should and shouldn’t take so that we don’t get into contract law.

B. Plagiarism Supplement
   a. Meet with Families For Honor last week, they brought up their concerns with the Plagiarism Supplement document that we publish online. It outlines proper citation guidelines and what is plagiarism. They don’t like the way it was produced and believe that it in itself was plagiarized. Joanna will be looking at it this week or next week.

VI. COMMUNITY CONCERNS
   NONE

VII. CLOSED SESSION